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Designed for Growth, Powered by People, Optimized for Impact



My Lifelabs Growth and Impact Framework

My Lifelabs is a growth and impact 

platform that invites, enables, and 
releases the potential of each 

individual to thrive .... 

offering real-world missions and 
supporting them with the content, 
confidence and community so they 

can create value in the world. 

My Lifelabs



Core Commitments

● Make it easy for anyone to connect to real world opportunities 
they want to pursue. 

● Make it easy for anyone to connect 
with the people and ideas to succeed 
in their pursuit.

● Make it easy for anyone to support 
the growth and impact of another.

● Make it easy for anyone to convert 
what they know into growth and 
Impact trajectories.

Designed for Growth, Powered by People, Optimized for Impact.



Creating Value

While many growth platforms focus on providing value to be 
consumed by the learner, our focus is on empowering the 
learner to create value.

The learner is innovator,  transforming powerful ideas into 
meaningful impact in their community. 

● People are Great        (people are Incomplete) 

● Content is Incomplete      (content  is great) 

● Value is Now       (value is in future) 



Power of Story

Stories are a powerful mechanic in our system

● Aspirational examples for new users
● Validation of growth for current users
● “Marketing” tool for organizations

Stories are Created by the user based on Mission Criteria, and 
communicate what they accomplished and lessons learned.

Text, images, videos, sound, links/urls, files...



Growth and Impact Cycle
The user flow has four stages, which are repeated 
throughout the journey to power growth and creation of 
impact.



My Journey
While the content and curriculum are initially developed by a 
design team, we want the experience to quickly shift to a user 
and community owned and supported space. 

● Users forge their own path through the journey. Choosing 
Quests and Missions most relevant to their needs.  

● Player and champion tools allow for goal customization, with 
progress metrics.

● User Stories replace designed examples, with the field 
creating representations of what is considered valuable.



Peer Interaction

Peer and Community interaction is a key value exchange in 
the platform. Users engage in both giving and receiving 
feedback from peers and mentors through the growth and 
impact cycle. 

● Peers provide feedback on “in progress” Stories and accepted public 

Stories which is valuable to user growth

● Peers provide a validation mechanism for Mission completion which is 

engaged as a Story

● Stories are encouraged to be public, serving as Inspiration to other users 

and continual growth of what is the “content”



Micro-Certification

Micro-certifications are validated trajectories of growth 
organized as a Quest. 

● Building skills within a domain
● Collections of Real-World applications (Stories)
● Valued within champion organization (and beyond)
● Often interdisciplinary and use-inspired
● Gamified progress meters represent growth and impact.



Champion Growth of Another

We have designed a champion dashboard that makes it easy 
for facilitators to assign and adapt journeys for specific user 
groups, as well as to providing the critical feedback and 
support to help  learners achieve success.

● View the activity of members in your group around 

Imagining, Growing, Creating, and Inspiring.
● Review and validate Mission completions.
● Provide rich feedback to help users grow.
● Celebrate the impact created by your group!



Anyone can Champion Growth

Through the My Lifelabs Marketplace, we empower anyone to use the 
tools and capabilities of the platform to champion the growth of others 
and conversely to find a champion to help them grow.

● Champions can advertise their mentoring capacity 

● Champions can help others grow in provided content, or design 

their own content 

● Champions can earn Lifelabs micro-certification to enhance their 

value

● Both Champions and the Journeys are rated by users, pushing 

Champions to maintain high quality experiences 

● “Growees” are informed by Champion and Journey ratings 

“Anyone can Create Value”

“Anyone Can Champion Growth”

“Anyone Can Design for 
Growth”


